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High resolution spectra of seven early B-type giant/supergiant stars in the SMC cluster NGC330 are
analysed to obtain their chemical compositions relative to SMC eld and Galactic B-type stars. It is found
that all seven stars are nitrogen rich with an abundance approximately 1.3 dex higher than an SMC main-
sequence eld B-type star, AV304. They also display evidence for deciencies in carbon, but other metals have
abundances typical of the SMC. Given the number of B-type stars with low rotational projected velocities in




NGC330 is one of the brightest and most populous young clusters in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC).
The photometric surveys of Arp (Arp), Robertson (Rob74) and Carney et al. (Car) illustrate the key features
of the cluster’s colour-magnitude diagram, namely the presence of two groups of blue and red supergiants
well separated from the cluster’s supposed main-sequence blue plume. These two groups of stars have been
widely interpreted as core helium burning stars and the cluster is therefore considered as a key test of stellar
evolution theory and physics for stars of intermediate mass in a low metallicity regime. Essentially the ratio
of blue (B) to red (R) supergiants is an indicator of the relative times a massive star spends in the these
phases, and these quantities are extremely sensitive to assumptions made concerning convection and mixing.
In fact the B/R ratio in NGC330 is generally assumed to be representative of the SMC as a whole and is
used as a calibrator for stellar evolution calculations at low metallicity (Stothers & Chin SCa, SCb; Keller
et al. Kel00; Chiosi et al. Chi95). The specic problem of the B/R ratio as a function of metallicity has
been discussed by Langer & Maeder (Lan95), where a more detailed discussion of the various treatments of
convection and overshooting may be found.
The interpretation of the cluster’s HR diagram is complicated by the surprise nding that many main
sequence B-type stars in the cluster have H emission implying a very high incidence of Be stars (Feast Fst72).
A subsequent intermediate band and H photometric study indicated that at least 60% of all main-sequence
B-type stars are of Be-type (Grebel et al. Gre96), this high fraction being conrmed independently by the
spectroscopic observations of Lennon et al. (Len94), Mazzali et al (Maz96) and Keller & Bessell (Kel98). As
with the ratio of B/R supergiants, the ratio Be/B-type stars in NGC330 is often taken as being representive
for the SMC metallicity (Maeder et al. Mae99). A second complication arises concerning uncertainty over the
metallicity of stars in NGC330; some estimates of the metallicity based upon spectroscopy of the brightest K
and F-type supergiants (Spite et al. Spi91) and one B-type giant (Reitermann et al. Rei90) imply that these
objects are metal poor even with respect to SMC eld stars, while Stro¨mgren photometric observations of
supergiants by Grebel & Richtler (Gre92) have been interpreted as evidence for a metal deciency of 0.5 dex
with respect to eld stars. However more recent analyses of K-type supergiants have tended to suggest that
this dierence in metallicity is much smaller, or indeed not signicant (Hill Hil99), conrming the results
obtained from the analysis of two B-type stars in the cluster by Lennon et al. (Len96, hereafter Paper I).
The spectroscopic work of Lennon et al. (Len94) also found that the bright non-Be and weak Be-type
stars occupied that region of the HR-diagram known as the post main sequence gap, or blue Hertzsprung gap
(BHG). That is, they are giant/supergiant stars lying red-wards of the main sequence band, but blue-wards
of the A/F-type supergiant regime. Caloi et al. (Cal93) and Grebel et al. (Gre96) have also commented on
this fact, the latter suggesting that these stars are most likely a mixture of rapidly rotating B/Be-type stars
of varying orientation and blue stragglers formed by interaction in binary stars. Keller et al. (Kel00) also
attempted to address this problem using far-UV photometry (from the F160BW lter on WFPC2 of HST)
to constrain B-type stellar eective temperatures and nd signicantly fewer stars in the blue Hertzsprung
gap (BHG). However they assumed that the logarithmic surface gravities were 4.0 in their work (Keller,
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private communication), which may result in spuriously high eective temperatures for stars near the turn-
o since they have much lower surface gravities (Lennon et al. Len94). Note that Caloi et al. (Cal93) also
adopted lower values for the surface gravities. Clearly a detailed spectroscopic analysis of the BHG stars
leading to estimates of both stellar parameters and atmospheric abundances is needed for comparison with
the predictions of various stellar evolution calculations.
In Paper I, we derived metallicities of two such B-type stars in NGC330 and while we found them in
general to be compatible with that of the SMC eld both stars had a signicant nitrogen overabundance. The
magnitude of the nitrogen enrichment was uncertain due to the small number of NGC330 targets analysed
and also the diculty in estimating the low nitrogen abundance of the SMC eld, at least, from B-type stars.
Also in Paper I we found that the carbon abundance was not signicantly depleted, contrary to what one
expects if the nitrogen were produced in the CN cycle. The carbon abundance was uncertain however, and
coupled with the uncertainty of the magnitude of the nitrogen enrichment, made interpretation dicult. An
additional puzzling aspect was that both stars are narrow-lined and therefore if the nitrogen enhancements
are the result of high rotation we must be observing them almost pole-on, which seemed unlikely give that
they were drawn from the sample of about 20 stars observed by Lennon et al. (Len94). In the present paper
we analyse seven targets in NGC330 (including the two discussed in Paper I) belonging to both the blue
supergiant group and the tip of the blue main sequence plume discussed above. Hence all stars lie in, or
close to, the BHG. We estimate stellar parameters, radial and projected rotational velocities, as well as both
absolute abundances and dierential abundances relative to a galactic target in the h and  Persei cluster
(Vrancken et al. Vra00) and to an SMC eld star, AV304. For the latter we utilise the results from a recent
analysis (Rolleston et al Rol02) based on high quality VLT data, which now give us a reliable estimate of the
pristine nitrogen abundance in unevolved B-type stars in the SMC. We also attempt to provide improved
estimates for carbon abundances and compare our results with stellar evolution calculations, including the
recent models of Maeder & Meynet (Mae01) which include the eects of rotationally induced mixing.
Observational data and results Optical Spectroscopy
High resolution spectra of early-type stars in the cluster NGC330, were obtained using the CASPEC
spectrograph on the ESO 3.6m on the 26 and 27 August 1994 and on the 22 and 23 September 1996; the obser-
vational parameters are summarized in Table obsdata. The UBV photometry has been taken from Mazzali et
al. (Maz96) supplemented by additional unpublished data, while the spectral types have been estimated from
unpublished low dispersion EMMI spectroscopy. The observational conguration and data reduction tech-
niques are discussed in detail in Paper I. Briefly, Caspec was used with an entrance slit width of 2 arc-seconds
giving an eective resolving power of approximately 20 000; orabout15 km=s:Preliminaryreductionoftheechellogramstoaoned
to−noiseratios:Inparticular; theobservationsforA01; B04andB32weretakeninconditionsthatwereattimescloudy; andsonota
addedtoproducethefinalspectrumforthesestars:Thes=nestimatesaresummarizedinTableobsdataandweremeasurednearthe
Equivalent widths were measured for the metal and non-diuse helium lines using the starlink spectrum
analysis program dipso. Absorption lines were tted using a non-linear least squares technique with a variety
of prole shapes (e.g. triangles, gaussians) and degrees of polynomial for the continuum being considered.
Equivalent widths for the diuse helium lines were measured manually with the continuum being arbitrarily
dened at 10A from the line centre. For the hydrogen Hγ and H lines, the spectra were again normalised
and proles measured, with the continuum levels now being dened at 16A (as were the theoretical proles).
For all these measurements the procedures were eectively identical to those described in Paper I where
further details can be found.
The model atmosphere analysis utilised both absolute and dierential techniques. For the latter,
two standard stars were considered - BD +56 576inthehand Persei galactic cluster and the SMC tar-
get AV304. The observational data for BD +56 576wastakenfromourstudy(V ranckenetalV ra00)ofearly−
Btypestarsinthisdoublecluster; whiletheresultsforAV304arebasedonrecentlyobtainedV LTspectra(Rollestonetal:Rol02):
table* flushleft []Observational data for NGC330 targets: Star identications are from Robertson
(Rob74). Spectral types are from Lennon et al. (Len94) or Grebel et al. (Gre96) although some classications
are slightly revised. Photometry is taken mostly from Mazzali et al. (Maz96)withadditionaldatatakenfromGrebeletal: (Gre96
are corrected to heliocentric values. obsdata tabularllcrrrrrccc Star Sp. Type V B-V U-B Date Exposures
s/n FWHM vsini vrad
yymmdd n x secs A km/s km/s
Flux distributions
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IUE low resolution spectra are available in both the short and long wavelength cameras for all the
NGC330 targets (apart from A04) and for BD +56 576:ThesewereextractedfromtheINESarchive(Rodriguez−
Pascueletal:Rod99); wherefurtherdetailsmaybefound:
Method of Analysis We initially consider standard LTE model atmosphere techniques in our analysis,
however in section 5 we discuss the accuracy of this method and correct our abundances for NLTE eects.
Here we use the model atmospheres taken from the grids calculated with the code of Kurucz (Kur91) and
made available at his website. This grid covers a range of chemical compositions, with the current analysis
utilising mainly the results for metallicities of −0.5 dex, which is compatible with that found in Paper I.
Details of the methods and atomic data used in the radiative transfer calculations can be found in, for
example, Rolleston et al. (Rol00) or Smartt et al. (Sma96).
Atmospheric parameters As discussed in Paper I, the relatively low signal-to-noise of the Caspec spectra
preclude the observation of dierent ionization stages of the same element for most of the stars. Additionally
there is no extant Stro¨mgren photometry. Hence none of the standard techniques (see, for example, Kilian,
Kil94, Gies and Lambert, Gie92, Rolleston et al. Rol00) are available for constraining eective temperatures.
Hence, initial temperature estimates were made from the observed flux distributions. The extinction toward
NGC330 has been found to be relatively small and here we have adopted a foreground reddening of E(B −
V ) = 0:034 and the extinction relation of Seaton (Sea79), together with an SMC extinction of E(B − V ) =
0:05 and the relationship of Thompson et al. (Tho88). As discussed in Paper I, similar eective temperatures
would have been estimated using, for example, the galactic extinction law for all the reddening.
The eective temperature estimates are listed in Table absanalysis:AsdiscussedinPaperI; ateffectivetemperaturesgrea
table* Atmospheric parameters (eective temperatures (K), logarithmic surface gravities (cgs), microtur-
bulent velocities (km/s)) and LTE abundances for NGC330 targets (the numbers in parentheses give the num-
ber of lines used to derive the mean abundance). For stars without an error estimate for the microturbulent
velocity we have assumed a value of 5 km/s. absanalysiscentertabularlllllllllStarA01 A02 A04 B04 B22 B32 B
Two stars, A01 and B04, had been already been discussed in Paper I; here we have independently re-
estimated their eective temperatures. For the latter the two estimates are consistent, whilst for A01, the cur-
rent estimate is 2 000 KlessthaninPaperI:Here; weusedfluxdistributionscalculatedforametallicity0:5dexlessthansolar(inpa
For A04, no IUE observations were available; there are, however, measurements of the equivalent widths
of both Siiii and Siiv ions and these have been used to estimate an eective temperature (see, for example,
Rolleston et al. Rol00 for details) and this is also listed in Table absanalysis:Notethattheequivalentwidthsaresmall(typically3
Comparison of observed and theoretical Balmer lines (see Rolleston et al. Rol00 for further details) were
then used to estimate logarithmic surface gravities, which are again summarized in Table absanalysis:Someofthesurfacegravi
estimatedusinganappropriategravityandtheprocedureiterateduntilitconverged:Anexampleofthequalityofthefitcanbefoun
For three stars (A02, B22, B37) there were sucient Oii lines to estimate microturbulent velocities and
these are again summarized in Table absanalysis:Fortheotherstarsavalueof5kms−1 was adopted; we note
that although this may be too low, the weakness of the metal line spectra in the SMC targets implies that
the choice of this parameter does not signicantly aect the abundance analysis.
For the galactic standard, BD+56 576; theatmosphericparametershavebeenre−estimatedusingthesamecriteriaandmeth
LTEmethodsusedbyV DLL; theagreementissurprisinglygood:However; weemphasizethatthevaluesdeducedhereshouldnotbe
LTEeffectswhichwillbediscussedinthenextsection:
In the case of AV304, we have adopted the atmospheric parameters (listed in Table galstand)deducedbyRollestonetal:(Rol0
table Model atmosphere analysis of galactic standard, BD +56 576; togetherwiththepreviousresultsofV ranckenetal:(V ra
V DLL):TheresultsforAV 304aretakendirectlyfromRollestonetal:(Rol02)Numbersinparenthesesrefertothenumberofline
Results
Using the atmospheric parameters discussed above, the metal lines in the NGC330 targets were used to
deduce absolute abundances using atomic data taken from Jeery (Jef91). These absolute values are listed in
Table absanalysis; togetherwiththenumberoflinesusedintheanalysis:Alsolistedforeachionizationstagearethemeanabundan
56 576(bothdeducedhereandbyV ranckenetal:V ra00)andforAV 304; whichareagaintakendirectlyfromRollestonetal:(Rol02):
table* Dierential abundance analyses of the NGC330 targets and of AV304 relative to galactic standards
BD +56 576 and HR2387 respectively. The number of lines (n) used in the derivation of these values is also
given. dianalysistabularllrlrlrlrlrlrStar2cHeI2cCII2cNII2cOII2cMgII2cSiIII





Helium An eectively normal helium abundance is found, although there is considerable scatter within
the NGC330 stars. This probably reflects the diculty in estimating the continuum placement for the
relatively broad diuse helium lines, which make up the majority of our dataset. Hence we conclude that
within the uncertainties, there is no evidence for an anomalous helium abundance in our targets.
Carbon The dierential abundances are based mainly on the Cii doublet at 4267A, supplemented in
some cases by the line at 3921A. The former is know to be particularly sensitive to non-LTE eects (Eber and
Butler, Ebe88). Also as discussed in Paper I the stellar absorption line could be aected by recombination
from an associated Hii region. However all the NGC330 targets show a signicant carbon underabundance
(with a relatively small scatter between stars), while the mean dierential abundance is similar to that found
for AV304.
The latter result appears inconsistent with the results in Tables 2 and 3, where the corresponding
abundances dier by 0.35 dex. However the value for AV304 was based on a mixture of Cii and Ciii lines
and if only the former are considered the dierence in absolute abundances decreases to approximately 0.15
dex. The small remaining discrepancy of approximately 0.1 dex with the dierential abundances arises from
the dierent set of lines used in the two analyses.
Nitrogen As discussed in Paper I, the most striking dierence between the two NGC330 targets and
AV304 is in their Nii spectra. However the new VLT observations for AV304, now allows this dierence
to be quantied. Indeed the mean dierential abundance implies that for the NGC330 targets nitrogen is
overabundant by a factor of approximately twenty compared with AV304. This is consistent with paper
I, where a lower limit on the nitrogen enrichment of a factor of six was deduced relative to the SMC.
There is considerable scatter in the dierential abundances deduced for individual stars. This is somewhat
surprising as the Nii lines are relatively strong and hence the equivalent width estimates should be reliable.
Additionally, only small non-LTE eects have been found for the Nii spectra (Becker and Butler, Bec89).
Hence the scatter could possibly reflect a real variation in the nitrogen abundances in these stars.
Oxygen The Oii spectrum, together with that for Nii is the best observed in our targets. The dierential
oxygen abundances are in good agreement with only that for B22 being far from the mean. This star has a rel-
atively low eective temperature estimate of 20 000Kandachangeof1 000Kinthisestimatewouldchangethedifferentialabund
Magnesium Although the results are based solely on the Mgii doublet at 4481A, there is reasonable
agreement in the individual dierential abundances, whilst the mean value agree well with that for AV304.
Silicon In contrast with oxygen and magnesium, the dierential silicon abundances show a wide spread,
which is characterised by the relatively large standard deviation in the mean value. The reason for this is
unclear as for most of the targets the Siiii lines near 4560A are relatively well observed, although the relative
strengths of these lines are sometimes anomalous. Additionally for the cooler targets, the estimated abun-
dances are very temperature sensitive; for example at an eective temperature of 18 000K; ashiftintemperatureof1 000Kchan
process elements. The mean dierential abundance is within the uncertainties in good agreement with that
found for AV304.
Discussion The chemical composition of our B-type sample in NGC330 The principle conclusion from
the dierential analysis is that the cluster targets have a much higher nitrogen and possibly lower oxygen
abundance than AV304. Relative nitrogen to oxygen abundances, [NO] of −0:400.24 dex and −1.6 dex are
deduced for the NGC330 targets and AV304 respectively. For the former the estimates from the individual
stars have been weighted by the number of lines observed (although if the stars are uniformly weighted the
ratio is only changed by 0.1 dex), whilst for the latter the uncertainty in the individual element abundances
imply an error in the ratio of approximately 0.2 dex. For the NGC330 targets, if the errors in the ratios are
randomly distributed, the error on the mean would be reduced to approximately 0.1 dex.
As discussed in Paper I, the theoretical Nii and Oii line strengths have a similar dependence on the
adopted atmospheric parameters and hence the estimated nitrogen to oxygen abundance ratios are unlikely
to be aected by uncertainties in these quantities. Hence we conclude that the [NO] ratio is enhanced by
1.2 dex with respect to AV304 and this estimate is unlikely to be signicantly aected by uncertainties in
atmospheric parameters or the relatively simple LTE analysis adopted.
The simplest explanation for this nitrogen enhancement is that it represents the products of hydrogen
burning by the CNO bi-cycle. In such circumstances, it might be expected that there were a corresponding
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enhancement in helium and underabundances in carbon and possibly oxygen, with the sum of CNO nuclei
in the NGC330 stars comparable to that in AV304. It is therefore important to try to map the abundances
for the NGC330 targets as derived from our dierential analysis onto an absolute scale. There are a number
of options available to us, which we now discuss.
If we assume that the composition of AV304 is the baseline initial composition of NGC330, then we can
use the dierence in the LTE abundances of the NGC330 targets relative to AV304. However we must also
address the probable impact of non-LTE (NLTE) eects on these abundances. We have used NLTE calcula-
tions similar to those discussed in McErlean et al. (McE00) to estimate the dierence in NLTE and LTE CNO
abundance estimates for AV304. The corrections are approximately +0.07, -0.11 and -0.07 dex respectively for
C, N and O. In addition we note that our carbon abundance in AV304 relies heavily on the 4267A line which is
well known to give spuriously low abundances. Following the discussion of Vrancken et al. (Vra00) and com-
paring their results with those of Gies & Lambert (Gie92) we further correct the carbon abundance by +0.34
dex. Our nal CNO NLTE abundances estimates for AV304 are then 7.41, 6.55 and 8.16 dex in good agree-
ment with the H iiregionresultsof7:4; 6:6and8:1dexassummarizedinthediscussionofbaselineSMCabundancesforA−
typesupergiantsintheSMCbyV enn(V enn99):
We can now use these modied NLTE abundance estimates for AV304 and the dierence in LTE abun-
dances listed in Tables absanalysisandgalstandtoestimateabsoluteCNOabundanceforourNGC330targets; thesearesummar
0:25shouldbecomparedwithuncertaintiesinthemeancarbonandnitrogenabundancesof0:15and0:18dex(thetotalbeingdominat
We arrive at a similar picture if we instead consider the dierential abundances of the NGC330 stars rela-
tive to BD+56 576usingtheNLTEabundancespublishedbyV ranckenetal:(V ra00)toputthemonanabsolutescale:Thisresultsin
cycle; perhapswithsomeweakevidencethatONprocessinghasoccurred; butitisnotnecessarytoinvokeprimarynitrogenproduct
We can also search for correlations between element abundances within the NGC330 targets. Linear least
squares ts show a positive correlation between the helium and nitrogen abundances and negative correlations
between the carbon and nitrogen and between the oxygen and nitrogen abundances. Interestingly all these
trends are consistent with the transformation of hydrogen into helium using the CNO bicycle. Unfortunately
however, none of the correlations are convincing and the coecients are not signicantly dierent from zero
at even the 1 level.
Other stellar abundances in NGC330 and the SMC
Korn et al. (Korn00) have recently published C, O, Mg and Si NLTE abundances for another B-type
giant in NGC330, the star B30, and their abundances are in good agreement with ours given the magnitude
of the NLTE corrections and the uncertainties in both studies. Unfortunately they do not give a nitrogen
abundance but two other similar SMC giants in their sample have NLTE nitrogen abundances of 7.3 and
7.2 dex. We will return to these stars in the discussion of their evolutionary status below. Furthermore an
LTE nitrogen abundance for star B30 was published by Reitermann et al. (Rei90) who obtained a value of
7.4 dex for a microtubulence of 5 km/s.
There have also been many studies of cool giants and supergiants in NGC330. These results are summa-
rized in Table CNO. Of interest here are CNO abundances and there are two recent estimates for NGC330
stars by Hill (Hil99, H99) and Gonzalez & Wallerstein (Gon99, GW). One obvious dierence between these
is that the mean nitrogen abundance of GW is systematically lower than that of H99. However we note that
the nitrogen abundance is derived from molecular CN features, and depends on the adopted carbon abun-
dance (which is derived from C2). While H99 independently derive their carbon abundances, GW adopted
mean values from the literature and there is a small systemic overestimation relative to H99 (approximately
0.2 dex). Such a small change in the carbon abundance is the most likely reason for their low nitrogen
abundances and given that the carbon abundance of H99 may be more reliable and that their results agree
better with other samples of evolved B, A and F-type stars in the SMC, we prefer their results for carbon
and nitrogen.
Comparing with other SMC samples we note that our mean CNO abundances are in good agreement
with the results of Venn (Venn99) and Hill et al. (Hil97) although the NGC330 stars may be mildly metal
poor. There have been previous suggestions that NGC330 may be relatively metal poor with respect to
the SMC (Grebel & Richtler Gre92) but our results conrm recent work in that any metal deciency must
be small (< 0:2 dex). We therefore conclude that the pattern of the mean CNO abundances found in the
NGC330 B-type giants is very similar to that found for samples of other evolved A, F and K-type giants and
supergiants. We also note that Dufton et al. (Duf00) investigated a large sample of B-type supergiants in the
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SMC and the nitrogen abundances found in their less luminous stars, although uncertain, are comparable
to those found here.
Evolutionary status
It is useful to preface our discussion of the evolutionary status of these stars by considering their positions
in the HR-diagram. We follow the procedure described in VDLL, adopting a distance modulus for the SMC
of 18.9 and extinction estimates as discussed in section 3.1. As in VDLL we estimate spectroscopic masses
(Mspec) from our derived stellar radii and surface gravities. Figure hrdiag illustrates the positions of the stars
compared with the non-rotating stellar evolution tracks of Charbonnel et al. (Cha93) which are computed
with metallicity of Z = 0:004 (SMC-like). Again following VDLL we estimate evolutionary masses (Mevol)
by interpolation in this diagram and these may be compared with Mspec in Table masses. where all derived
quantities are summarized. We note that Maeder & Meynet (Mae01) have produced a grid of calculations
including the eects of rotation for a metallicity of Z = 0:004. Figure hrdiag also shows the locus of the
end of H-burning main sequence phase for an assumed initial rotational velocity of 300 km/s (taken from
their Figure 6). Note that this locus also corresponds to the approximate position of the end of the main
sequence for the non-rotating models. This is a consequence of the fact that the main sequence widening in
Charbonnel et al. comes from their inclusion of convective overshooting, while a similar eect is obtained
by Maeder & Meynet with rotationally induced mixing alone. The fact that overshooting and rotation both
have similar results in this respect has been discussed previously, see for example Talon et al. (Tal97). We
will return to this point later in the discussion, after rst considering the observed abundance pattern.
gure* le=g1.eps []HR-diagram for stars in NGC330 showing the positions of the stars relative to the
stellar evolution tracks (solid lines) of Charbonnel et al. (Cha93) which are computed for a metallicity of Z =
0:004. Tracks are labeled with their initial masses. The dashed line represents the approximate position of the
end of the core H-burning main sequence for the rotating models of Maeder & Meynet (Mae01) for an assumed
initial rotational velocity of 300 km=s:Bluestars(analysedhere)arelabeledwiththeiridentifications:Forcomparisonwealsosh
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